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Introduction
It has long been one of my goals to add some kind of 3d-capability to panorama
viewers. The conventional technology displays a stereoscopic view based on two
panoramic source images, one for each eye, and is employed in many viewers, e.g.
the Oculus/GearVR displays. The problems with this approach are well known
and warrant a search for different methods.
This note presents some preliminary results and a viewer which can be downloaded for experiments. Two alternative approaches to add depth perception to
panorama viewers are implemented. Both are based on the depth map of the scene
in addition to the usual equirectangular 360x180 degree image. In this depth map
each pixel’s greyvalue correponds to the distance of the object from the camera.
• Lensblur-mode lets the user select focus-distance and aperture. Selected
portions of the image are blurred, non-blurred features stand out. This
method is related to the lensblur-mode of the android camera app.
• Anaglyphmode provides a two-image stereoscopic view of the scene. These
views are calculated from the source image and the depthmap. Unlike conventional left-right-source viewers, this works in all directions, including
zenith and nadir. The user may freely choose the width of the stereobase,
which is also not available in conventional viewers.

PTViewer3D
The viewer is implemented in java, and should run on any recent runtime. Doubleclicking the jar-file starts up the application and automatically loads and displays
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the example panorama. Panning, tilting and zooming is controlled by mousedrag
and keyboard, like in conventional panoramic viewers. Use the View-Menu to
select the modes: Lensblur lets the user set virtual distance and aperture, anaglyph
requires red-cyan glasses to view a LR-stereoscopic view. The width of the stereo
base is adjustable via a slider.
Choose Open → Open-Images to load panoramic and depth image, or choose
Open → Open-Script to load a text file containing panorama descriptions. Upon
startup the viewer loads the file Script.txt in its own directory if available. See the
supplied example files for details.
These are two examples of lensblur-mode:

(a) Near focus

(b) Far focus
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And two examples for stereoscopic anaglyph (Dubois red-cyan) mode.

(a) Near focus

(b) Close up

Authoring
The main panoramic image is created in the usual way: Several views of the scene
are taken by rotating the camera around its lenses nodal point. A second camera
mounted parallel takes images, which are used to calculate the depth map. The
example panorama has been created with Sony cameras (HDR AS100/200V), see
the setup in the picture below.
The lower camera’s nodal point is positioned in the axis of the panoramic
mount, and 14 images (8 horizontal, 2 up, 2 down) are stitched to a spherical
panorama. The panotools workflow has been used, i.e.:
• Lens calibration (more important than for 2d-panoramas).
• Control point generation.
• Optimization of camera positions.
• Remapping and blending.
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Figure 3: Sony Actioncameras on Nodal Ninja mount.
The second parallel camera is used to take depth images. It needs not be horizontally shifted as in conventional stereo-photography, as long as it points in the
same direction and has a reasonable parallax (6.5cm in this case). Each image
pair (lower main and upper helper camera) is then combined into one depth image
The depth images are stitched using the same settings (project-file) as the main
images. Example main and depth images are shown below.
Creation of the depth images involves several steps. First, the image from the
helper camera is remapped to the exact specifications of the main camera. This
requires careful lens calibration of both cameras. Then both images are processed
using various algorithms. Best results so far (and presented in this note) were obtained using the dense optical flow detector ”BroxOpticalFlow” from the opencv
package, much better b.t.w. than results from any of the sbm-algorithms. These
tests are ongoing. With the exception of the nadir image which required some
manual editing, all depth images were stitched as is.

Future Work
This is an ongoing work; both depth map creation and display algorithms require
more experiments, feedback is welcome. Next on the list are opencv-based apps
for automatic depth image generation, and possibly a viewer for Oculus/GearVR.
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(a) Lower Camera Image

(b) Depthmap
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